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Vu V«a
The différa ne« pat tara for (1*1) has tm fbrm (1.2) ; I e V;'-i.
Hence, setting <p := hf, , we obtain the system of two h differential equations of order 1 1] ), the v-et ability of the pattern (1.2)} therefore, the stability is non-oonditional.
Furthermore, we will show in this paper that the same result can be extended to the case of a parabolic equation of second order in the normal form in one spatial variable. 
Assume that the funotions a, b, 0, f belong to the space C(R*(0,T)) and a(x,t)^a>0.
On the numerical sequences {yj meZ we de:fine operations {ij B } BeZ , £«C(IJ as follows 2neZ On the reotangular net (*) the difference pattern for (2.1) has the form 2 in D+ 2 r.n 
In order to perform the Fourier analysis of the pattern (2.2) we shall assume for both complex functions and the same definition (see (**)), Proceeding as for the system (1.2) we obtain the following relations
-P(*,*.6), 1+6-fx 
The matrix C, defined by formula (2.8), is called the transition matrix of the pattern (2.2) (see [l] ) and plays a fundamental role in the study of the I^-stability of this pattern. In order to apply von Neumann s theorems on stability, we have to examine the eigenvalues of the matrix C. In the considered case the eigenvalues of the matrix C are Hence, by the definition of f 1 , we obtain
and, furthermore,
For zefi^ we have Hence, making use of tfr* assumption made on 0 and of tho definition of d, we h«ve
(ii) sup P 2 (x) .< 1 + p * 1 + 2/3.
X € Q,
Let us now find an estimate for Fgix) on fig» ^on the evident inequality Proof.
The proof of the theorem will be based on von Neumann's theorem on the sufficient condition for the ^-stability of a difference pattern.
Assuming that Theorem 2.2 holds, we state,by Theorem 2.1, that Moreover, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 the modules of the double eigenvalues of the matrix C are less than 1. Thus, by von Neumann's theorem on the sufficient condition for L2-stability, the proof of Theorem 2.2 is completed.
The results related to the case of variable coefficients will be presented in a paper prepared for publication, where the case of several spatial variables will also be investigated.
